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Abstract. We summarize here results of our recent study of the rela- 
tivistic  stellar  aberration  requirements for the Space  Interferometry Mis- 
sion (SIM). Basetl on  a simplified model for differential astrometric obser- 
vations  with a free-flying single-baseline interferometer, we analyzed the 
astrometric  errors  introduced by imperfect metrology, inaccurate base- 
line length estimations, and  those  due to relativistic  orbital  motion of the 
spacecraft. We have shown that motion of the spacecraft  in the direction 
perpendicular to a tile provides the most  stringent rquirement on the 
accuracy of knowledge of the barycentric velocity of the spacecraft. We 
consider a number of  non-gravitat,ional forces acting on the spacecraft 
and  estimate  their  impact on the navigational <accuracy.  We show that, if 
not  properly account,ecl, the solar  radiation  pressure  and the anisotropic 
thermal  radiation of the spacecraft may have a significant impact  on the 
accuracy of future  astronletric  observations  with SIM. 

Introduction 

A future model for  i,he high accuracy astrometric  observations  with SIM should 
necessarily account for a large nurrlber of physical phenomena affecting the  prop 
agation of light. These phonornena. a.re c l u e  to  the interstellar  media, the solar 
system  dyrlmlics, as wc41 as due to  the motion of the free-flying interferome- 
ter itself. The accuracy of  astrometric  observations  expected  with SIM requires 
a rlurnber o f  dynannical pa.ra.rneters to  be precisely known. One of such a pa- 
rameters is the barycentric velocity of the spacecraft which is responsible for 
the  annual relativistic  stellar aberration.  This effect is a very important com- 
ponent of the clynamical rnodel for any high accuracy  astrometric  observations 
made with the  irlstrtmerlt in solar orbit.  Thus,  the  annual  aberration  due  to 
the barycentric  motion of the spacecraft is the second largest term in the SIM 
astrometric model ant1 will amounts to  - 20.5 arcsec. For observations  with 
accuracy of about 4 rnicroarcsecontls (pas),  this effect  will play an  important 
role not only for the wide  a.ngle astrornetxy, but also will produce a significant 
astrometric  distortion even for the rlarrow angle ca.se. As a result,  one will have 
to know the bitryce11tric velocity of the spitcecraft throughout the  entire mission 
and account for the relat,ivistic stellar  aberration inside every single tile. 
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1. Astrometric errors introduced by the orbital motion 

To  derive the expression necessary to analyze the astrornetric  errors in future 
observations  with SIM, we will use a simple model for tlle  optical  path difference 
for a single-baseline interferometer. Our derivations are different from the ones 
obtained  earlier by the fact that for each tile we account for effects o f  barycentric 
motion of the  spacecraft, for the errors in the components of the baseline vector, 
and for the error in estimating  the instrument,al offset (or, calibration)  term. The 
expression for the  astrometric errors that include a number of contributions  due 
to  various physical phenomena affecting the astrornetric  accuracy was obtained 
as follows (Turyshev Xr; Unwin, 1998): 

+ 

(1) 

and where a, o, is the a.11gula.r separation between the two stars of interest 
the corresponding error; b ,  ot, is the interferometer’s baseline length and  the 
corresponding meas~lre~rlent error; eo, o&c(l is the ca.libra.tion term a.cross the tile 
and  the corresponding e1wr; 7 ~ ,  cr,,, is magnitmle of barycentric velocity of the 
spacecmft and  the corresponding  error; +, o.ri, is the sky-angle of the barycentric 
velocity of the spacecraftJ and  the corresponding  error; p(cn, 0 )  is the correlation 
coefficient between the constant  term  and  the baseline length, p(c0, $) is the 
correlation coefficient between the constilIlt term  and  the velocity’s sky-angle. 

It is evident from Eq.(l) that  the worst case observation  scenario is realized 
for the motion of spacecraft in t,he direction  perpendiculnr to  a tile (e.g $ = k;). 
This case of motion will provide the rnost stringent,  requirement  on the accuracy 
of knowledge of the velocit,y’s IKiiXgIlitlldc-:: 

c 

Motion parallel to  the tile, (e.g. $ = 0), produces a.nother constraint, namely 
on the accuracy of  the sky-a.ngles of tlle spacecra.ft,’s bxycentric velocity: 



However, account,ing for a possible correlat,ion between the calibration  term 
co and  the two velocit,y sky-angles oi  may be an  i~nportant factor that may 
result; in tightening  the ;tberrat,ion requirements. I t  is important  to point out 
that for the worst case of high correlation of $ and Q the obtained  results 
will have to be furt,hc!r  rc:ducetl  by a factor of fi - 1 = 0.4, thus  tightening 
the requirements for the two sky-angles as o+ - 20 mas. This fa,ct suggests 
that a possible correlation between the velocity components  and  the  constant 
term may put an a.tlditiona1 dernantl on the quality of the navigational data. 
Thus, for the worst case scenario, the data for all three  components of the 
velocity vector will have to delivered with a considerably sma.ller errors, say 

= 2.9 rnm/s, o:? = 20.2 rr1a.s. These  two  numbers  are  the pessimistic 
estimates for the required accuracy of the  spacecraft's velocity determination. 

Analysis of not only tlhe stellar  aberration,  but  also a  number of the  other 
important issues is ~omplicat~ed by the fact that a redistic model for the space- 
craft  and  the  instr~~rnent are not yet available. The obtained  results Eq.(4) were 
based on  the assumption that the errors on the right-hand  side of the Eq.(1) 
are forming an ellipsoid with half-axes partially given by Eqs.(2)-(3). In reality, 
one will have to rninirnize each constituent of the  total error budget in a such 
a way that in any given time  the  sum of the terms on the right-hand  side of 
the Eq.(l) will not be larger then the expected  variance c;. Currently, the er- 
ror budget alloca.t,es ( T ~ ~ , ,  = :Xi pm for the st,ellar a.berration, which corresponds: 
07, = 3.9 ~nrn/s, and 04, = 27.0 mas.  Despit,e the fact that we have a reason- 
able gap between our  estimates, there sorne other factors that a.re necessary to 
consider. Thus a possible correlation between the  constant  term  and  the two 
velocity sky-angles may coxnpletdy eliminate  this  gap.  This minimizes the tol- 
erable errors, reducing those down to  the values above and suggests that  the 
currently  adopted  error  allocation for the st3ellar aberration of 07J = 4 mm/s is 
well justified. 

2. Dynamical environment of the SIM Earth-trailing orbit 

How difficult will L ) e  to meet, t,hese navigational  requirements?  To  aaswer  this 
question, we will study t1ifli:rent phenomena that will affect the motion of the 
spacecraft and, therefore, t , h e  astrornetric rneasurernents. The figure against 
which we cornpare the effects of non-gravitational  accelerations is that  the ex- 
pected  error in the velocity estirna.tions must be equal or smaller than n;, = 4 
mm/s at integration  times o f  about two weeks (this is a characteristic  time  that 
is necessary to meet the requirc!ment  for (T,~). We therefore  require that  the fluc- 
tuations in non-grAvita.t~ionR1 a.ccelerations over a time scale of T = 1.21 x lo6 s 
be less or equal t,o 

( 5 )  
6 J  

T 
(T(,, 5 - = :3 x 10-7 crrl/s . 2 

Let 11s consitler t>he inllucmx of  five la.rgcwt sources of non-gra,vitational ac- 
celeraticms: (i) solar ratfiation and (ii)  solitr wind pressure, (iii) emitted radio 
power, (iv)  anisotropic therrnad radiation of' t9he spaecraft  and (v) attitude mo- 
tions.  Although one c011ld i n  principle set, up cornplicatecl engineering n~odels 
to predict at, least, some o f  the otfects, their  residual  uncertainty may be unac- 
ceptable for the ctxpc?riment, in spite of t,he significant effort required. A better 



approach seems to accept our ignorance about non-gravitational  accelerations 
and assess t,o what, extent  these  can  be  assumed  constant over the  time scale 
necessary to  meet the relat,ivist,ic stellar  aberration requirements.  In fact, a con- 
stant acceleration produces a linear frequency drift t h t ~  can  be  accounted for in 
the data analysis  be a .  single nnltnown parameter. 

2.1. Direct solar radiation pressure 

At the distance of D =: 0.983 AU, from the  Sun,  the solar  radiation  pressure 
is  detctrmined by the cross-section of the spscecra.ft o f  total mea A = 4.5 x lo5 
cm2 and prot~uces an accoIera.tion along the line of sight 

where M = 3,  ti00 kg is the t,ot;al  rnass o f  the sr)ilcecr:lft, a,nd fa  = 1367 W ma2 
is the solar constantj; CY i ~ ~ t l  t are, respectively, the absorption  and reflection 
coefficients of the sI)itc(+crdt, a.nd H is the  angle between the la.rgest surface (solar 
shade)  and  the direction tjo the Sun. For the worst ca.sc: we have ( a r i - 2 . ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  M 1.7, 
which makes the maximal value for a,,*. = 1.02 x cm/s2. Also, one may 
expect that  the variations of the thermo-optical coef€icient,s of the spacecraft's 
surface may be significant,  over the mission duration.  This is why this  particular 
contribution of the IloI:-fir;~vita.t~ior:~~l forces may pose a. serious problem. 

2.2. Fluctuations i n  the solar wind 

The acceleration caused by the solar wind has the same expression (6), with 
f a  replaced by 771,~,11~n,, where M 5 cr11-~ is the proton  density at  1 AU and 
11 M 400 km/s is the speed o f  the wind. Thus, as.v. M 4.03 x cm/s2. 
Because the density  can cllmge by as much as lOO'il0, this acceleration is totally 
unprecticta.ble, Lbnt ,  is about, lo-" tirnes slrlijlI(+r than  the  direct solar  ratliation 
pressure, and tl~c+rc?fore  compIet,ely negligible. 

2.3. Emitted radio power 

The recoil  clue to the  emitted radio power r>o produces  an  acceleration a0 = 
pO/(Mc) of the spa.cecril,ft away frorn the  Earth. For a total  radiated power 
of 23 W (sim~~lt,a.rleously a t ,  S and X bands)  the resulting  acceleration is a0 = 
2.2 x cm/s", a .  level of two orders of magnitude smaller than  the limit ( 5 ) .  

2.4. Anisotropic thermal radiation of the spacecraft 

Any difference in t,t!rnperat,ure between parts of the spacecraft  produces a force 
and a torque.  The  torque is count,ersct>etl by the  attitude control  system, through 
a set of reaction wheels. Tl~errnal anisa.tropies are due  to a complicated  inter- 
nal  heat exchange ctrivc!n by the absorbed  solar  ratliation and  the  internally 
generated power. The  latter is  ctominat,ed  by the  thermal emission from the 
spacecraft solar panels. SlM will exploit one large so1a.r cell panel rnounted on 
the boom. Most of l,he power will be ra,dia.tetl frorn the panel in a  symmetrical 
pattern,  but  the rc!sitltlid anisotmpy could still  produce a significant effect. Let 
us assume an  extreme case in which the radiatrion pattern is so anisotropic that, 
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say, 6P = 10 kW are c?rnitjtt:tl along a .  constant  but unknown direction  with 
respect to the spacecraft,. The result,ing change in acceleration will amount to 
as M SP/ (Mc)  = 9.45 x cm/s2, which is almost three  times larger than  the 
threshold (5) antl,  therefore, may present a significant obstacle. The exact eval- 
uation of this force would require an accurate  therrnal rnodel of the spacecraft. 

2.5. Attitude  motions 

As the center of phase of the  antenna does not coincide with the center of mass 
of the  sp,xecraft,  attitude control motions give rise to a Doppler  shift in the 
received ground s i g d .  The 1.5 r n  paraboloid will be  constantly  pointed  toward 
the  Earth by means of reactlion wheels or thrusters, which provide three axis 
stabilization of the spac(ecraft. A sp;xecraft rot,a.tion with  angular velocity R 
(almost, ort,hogonal to t,hte Enrt,h-point,ing vector Z) produces a two-wsy relative 
freauencv shift, 

Conclusions 
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